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			About	OverviewDiscover our philosophy rooted in whole-brain thinking.
	LeadershipMeet our deans, chairs, school leaders, and advisory council.
	Departments & InstitutesExplore our academic departments, centers, and institutes that provide many opportunities for cross-disciplinary collaboration.

	FacilitiesView our facilities located in several connected buildings on the Evanston campus, plus a space in San Francisco.
	Diversity, Equity, & InclusionSee McCormick’s commitment that all students, faculty, and staff are welcome, respected, and able to fully engage in our community.
	HistoryView our growth and timeline since the school was established in 1909.

Learn what it means to become a whole-brain engineer.[image: Whole-brain Engineering]
It takes a different way of thinking to connect disparate fields, put big ideas into action, and imagine what’s next.Learn more



	Academics	Academics OverviewExplore our degrees, programs, courses, and other enrichment opportunities.
	All Areas of StudyView a chart of all study areas cross-categorized by degree type.

	Undergraduate Study Explore majors, minors, student groups, research, enrichment, and support opportunities. Plan your visit to campus and start your application.
	Graduate StudyExplore our full-time and part-time master's and PhD offerings and learn how to apply.

	Departments and ProgramsSee a list of all academic departments and professional programs. 
	Apply to Northwestern EngineeringLearn more about the application process for your program of interest.

QUICK LINKS	Undergraduate Student Resources
	Undergraduate Advising
	Graduate Student Resources
	Academic Integrity
	Graduation Information




	Research & Faculty	Research Areas and CentersView our interdisciplinary research centers, programs, and collaborations.

	Faculty DirectoryMeet our award-winning faculty, including several national academy members.

Faculty FinderSearch



	Offices & Services	Office of the DeanStrategic vision and leadership
	Administration, Finance, Facilities, & PlanningInfrastructure support including: finance, HR, facilities/space/safety
	Alumni Relations & DevelopmentSchool-level giving, including annual, estate, and memorial giving
	Career DevelopmentCareer support including: Cooperative Education (Co-op), internships, service learning, and research
	Corporate Engagement Industry connections and partnerships

	Customer Service CenterReimbursements, office moves, lab, renovations, research appointments, and more
	Faculty AffairsLiaison between engineering faculty and the Provost's Office
	Global InitiativesOpportunities and resources to engage in global scholarly activity
	Graduate StudiesMS and PhD student recruitment, admittance, and enrollment
	Information TechnologyComputer and technology support

	Marketing & CommunicationsPromotion of school activities and consistent brand messaging
	McCormick Advising SystemUndergraduate student advising 
	Personal Development StudioLabStudent assistance with both their academic and extracurricular lives
	Professional EducationSupport for master's degree programs geared toward working or transitioning professionals
	Research OfficesFaculty support in pursing/managing external funding for research
	Undergraduate EngineeringOperations and administrative support for students and faculty

Quick Links	Academic Departments
	Facilities
	Lost and Found
	Faculty & Staff Resources
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Faculty Directory
Wing  K. Liu[image: ]Walter P. Murphy Professor of Mechanical Engineering & Civil and Environmental Engineering and (by courtesy) Materials Science and Engineering
Contact
2145 Sheridan Road
Tech A326
Evanston, IL 60208-3109

847-491-7094Email Wing Liu
Departments
Mechanical Engineering
Affiliations
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics Graduate Program

Download CV

Education
Ph.D. California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA

M.S. California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA

B.S. Engineering Science (Hons)
 University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL

Research Interests

Mathematical scientific principles provide the fundamental understanding and allow predictions which drive new discoveries and enable future technologies. Unfortunately, development of new scientific principles is often trailing the pace of new inventions with the sheer volume of data that are being generated across multiple spatial, temporal, and parameter scales. In this context, mechanistic data science [Mechanistic Data Science for STEM Education and Applications", Liu, Gan, Fleming, to appear, Springer, December, 2021] provides the critically needed ability to combine known scientific principles with newly collected data, which will be a boon for new inventions.  
HiDeNN-AI (Liu, Wing Kam et al., “HiDeNN: An AI Platform for Scientific and Materials Systems Innovation,” Disc-ID-21-04-06-001, April, 6, 2021) is built on ten integrated modules to form a mechanistic artificial intelligence software framework with new methods and algorithms for extremely fast design, optimization, decision making, and discovery and extraction of mechanistic features simply from signals and images deployable for scientific and engineering processes. The proposed HiDeNN-AI software platform development can also be useful for advanced and additive manufacturing process design including signal analysis, data generation, for the discovery of key processing parameters for close-loop control. Using mechanistic active knowledge transfer module of HiDeNN-AI, we might be able to remove the manufacturing machines dependency and the usage of new material powders with only a limited set of experimental calibration of the new/alternative manufacturing system, and/or material powders.

Significant Recognition
	International Association for Computational Mechanics: Gauss-Newton Medal, the highest award given by the Society (2012)
	American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME): Robert Henry Thurston Lecture Award, 2007
	U. S. Association for Computational Mechanics: John von Neumann Medal, the highest award given by USACM, 2007
	Japan Society of Mechanical Engineers: Computational Mechanics Award, 2004
	Cited by Institute for Scientific Information (ISI) as one of the most highly cited, influential researchers in Engineering, and an original member, highly cited researchers database (2001)
	ASME Gustus L. Larson Memorial Award (1995)
	Thomas J. Jaeger Prize, Int. Association for Structural Mechanics in Reactor Technology (1989)
	ASME Pi Tau Sigma Gold Medal (1985)
	Ralph R. Teetor Educational Award, American Society of Automotive Engineers (1983)
	ASME Melville Medal (1979)


Significant Professional Service
	Editor, Computational Mechanics
	Honorary editor-in-chief of the International Journal of Computational Methods
	Honorary editor-in-chief of the International Journal of Computational Methods
	2010- Present Vice President of the International Association for Computational Mechanics (Elected)
	2007- Founding Chair of the ASME Wide Nanotechnology Council 
	2005 Chair, executive committee of Applied Mechanics Division of ASME (Member 2001-2006)
	2005 Chair, executive committee of Applied Mechanics Division of ASME (Member 2001-2006)
	Past President of U. S. Association for Computational Mechanics
	2005 Chair, executive committee of Applied Mechanics Division of ASME
	2009- present, Visiting Distinguished World Class University Professor of Sung Kyun Kwan University, Korea


Selected Publications
	Li, Hengyang; Knapik, Stefan; Li, Yangfan; Park, Chanwook; Guo, Jiachen; Mojumder, Satyajit; Lu, Ye; Chen, Wei; Apley, Daniel W.; Liu, Wing Kam, Convolution Hierarchical Deep-Learning Neural Network Tensor Decomposition (C-HiDeNN-TD) for high-resolution topology optimization, Computational Mechanics (2023).
	Park, Chanwook; Lu, Ye; Saha, Sourav; Xue, Tianju; Guo, Jiachen; Mojumder, Satyajit; Apley, Daniel W.; Wagner, Gregory J.; Liu, Wing Kam, Convolution hierarchical deep-learning neural network (C-HiDeNN) with graphics processing unit (GPU) acceleration, Computational Mechanics (2023).
	Lu, Ye; Li, Hengyang; Zhang, Lei; Park, Chanwook; Mojumder, Satyajit; Knapik, Stefan; Sang, Zhongsheng; Tang, Shaoqiang; Apley, Daniel W.; Wagner, Gregory J.; Liu, Wing Kam, Convolution Hierarchical Deep-learning Neural Networks (C-HiDeNN), Computational Mechanics (2023).
	Saha, Sourav; Park, Chanwook; Knapik, Stefan; Guo, Jiachen; Huang, Owen; Liu, Wing Kam, Deep Learning Discrete Calculus (DLDC), Computational Mechanics (2023).
	Huang, Owen; Saha, Sourav; Guo, Jiachen; Liu, Wing Kam, An introduction to kernel and operator learning methods for homogenization by self-consistent clustering analysis, Computational Mechanics (2023).
	Liu, Wing Kam; Bessa, Miguel A.; Chinesta, Francisco; Li, Shaofan; Trask, Nathaniel, Special issue of computational mechanics on machine learning theories, modeling, and applications to computational materials science, additive manufacturing, mechanics of materials, design and optimization, Computational Mechanics (2023).
	Liu, Yingjian; Park, Chanwook; Lu, Ye; Mojumder, Satyajit; Liu, Wing Kam; Qian, Dong, HiDeNN-FEM, Computational Mechanics (2023).
	Liu, Wing Kam; Li, Shaofan; Park, Harold S., Correction to, Archives of Computational Methods in Engineering (2023).


In the Classroom

Finite Element Methods in Mechanics

To learn the basic theory behind the finite element method (FEM); how to program the finite element method using MATLAB as a programming tool; to learn a general commercial FEM code to write interface programs and solve typical engineering problems.

Finite Elements for Design and Optimization

The scope of the course is to provide the analytical and computational tools necessary for the design of complex structural and material systems for modern engineering applications, ranging from structural engineering to micro and nanotechnology.

Advanced Finite Element Methods I

Gain theoretical, programming, and application knowledge of nonlinear finite element methods. Understand the associated continuum mechanics and its finite element implementation and applications.

Advanced Finite Element Methods II

Arbitrary Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulations, Non-linear materials, and introduction to computational fracture mechanics; using ABAQUS, programming VUMAT, UMAT.

Multi-scale Modeling and Simulation in Solid Mechanics

Understand the underlying principles of molecular dynamics. Gain proficiency in designing molecular dynamics simulations using available software (LAMMPS). Understand the connection between information available on small (atomistic) and large (continuum) scales. Applications: Nanostructure materials: Nanowires: single crystal Si.  Nano Carbons: nanotube; Polymer nano-composite: polymer mechanics, polymer and polymer-fillers modeling; Multi-scale modeling.
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